
CONTRACT #__________________________

TAPADEERA LLC DBA

HAMILTON OUTFITTERS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

All hunts include two hunters with one guide except when special arrangements have been made to be one 

hunter with one guide; hunters stay in lodge or cabins or wall tents.  Our meals include breakfast, sack lunch and 

dinner; care of trophy including capping of heads and transportation to meat processor. 

The purchase price of hunts does not include.   (a) meat processing, (b) taxidermy(c)trips to pick up or take 

hunters back to the air port.(d)hunters Idaho hunting licenses and  tags (e)6% Idaho sale tax &3% USFS fees.

The hunters have 3 chooses of how to pay for their hunts.  (1) pay the  hunt in full (2) pay ½ of hunt for 

deposit and the remaining balance on or before _____________.(the date written in) with a 5 day grace period.  At 

the end of the 5day grace period the outfitter can consider this a non payment and can rebook the hunt. unless prior 

arrangements have been made.(3)The total hunt can be paid in 3 equal  payment  1/3for a deposit 1/3 on or before 

__________.(the date written in)and the remaining balance on or  before___________(the date written in) each 

payment will have a 5 day grace period.  At the end of grace period the outfitter can consider this as non-payment 

and can rebook the hunt unless prior arrangements have been made.

All money and deposits paid are non-refundable.

Hunting is a strenuous, physical exercise requiring stamina and good conditioning.  Altitudes in Idaho are 

frequently in excess of one mile, and the air is much thinner than at lower elevations.  The weather in Idaho can vary

greatly over a short period of time, and extreme conditions of adverse weather may be encountered.  The hunter 

recognizes these facts and represents that he is in good health and good physical condition so that he can participate 

in hunts in Idaho unless he is handicapped and participating in the special handicap hunts which needs a separate 

contract signed by both parties.
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Hunting is an activity requiring the use of weapons such as firearms and bows, which can produce injury.  

It requires hazardous activities in the wilderness.  The hunter recognizes and accepts all risks which can arise during 

hunting.  The hunter holds harmless, forgives, releases, and waives any claims which he may ever have against 

Hamilton Outfitters.

Hamilton Outfitters will use its best efforts to provide quality guiding and outfitting services to the best of 

its abilities.  Hamilton Outfitters cannot and does not guarantee good weather or a successful kill of game, or that the

hunter will kill a trophy animal and the hunter accepts these terms.  Neither the weather nor the results of the hunt 

are guaranteed.

From time to time in our modern society, disputes arise and the hunter agrees that Idaho law shall govern 

this contract and the legal obligations of Hamilton Outfitters.  Any disputes concerning this contract and the services

provided by Hamilton Outfitters will be handled in Arbitration through the National Arbitration Forum in the State 

of Idaho.

The hunter agrees that he will abide by all state and federal laws at all times and will not engage in any 

conduct which may subject Hamilton Outfitters, its employees, guides, or customers to investigation or prosecution.

Both parties agree that this is a legal and binding contract.

Cancelation Policy –all deposits and monies paid are non-refundable!

Other Information: All Hunt prices are subject to 6%state sales tax and 3% USFS fee.  This is not included in

the published price.  The purchase price of the Hunt does not include the Hunters Idaho Licenses and Tags. 

All hunting activities are conducted by permit in the Caribou and Targhee National Forest.  Idaho Outfitter 

license # 12146

__________________________________________________ ____________________________

Signature of Hunter Date

__________________________________________________ ____________________________

Signature of Tapadeera LLC DBA Hamilton Outfitters Date

D.A. 
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